Von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor protein transforms human neuroblastoma cells into functional neuron-like cells.
Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) tumor suppressor protein is expressed in neurons of the central nervous system and plays an important role during the neuronal differentiation of central nervous system progenitor cells. To elucidate the neuronal differentiating potential of VHL protein in neuroblastoma cells, we overexpressed or inhibited VHL protein in human neuroblastoma cells (SY-SH5Y), and examined the morphological change, expressions of neuronal markers, and electrophysiological functions. Here we show that with VHL gene transduction SY-SH5Y cells stably expressing the VHL protein had neurite-like processes with varicosities, showed the distinct expression of the neuronal markers neuropeptide Y and neurofilament 200, acquired regulated neurosecretion competence in response to depolarizing and cholinergic stimuli, and had large voltage-gated fast sodium currents and delayed rectifier potassium (Kv) currents compatible with those of functional neurons. In addition, they displayed inactivated ether-á-go-go potassium channels related to the promotion of the cell cycle and to the termination of differentiation. Also, by treatment with retinoic acid, they rapidly underwent cell death related to apoptosis. These findings suggest that the induction of neuronal function by VHL protein is associated with down-regulation of the cell cycle. In contrast, the inhibition of endogenous expression of VHL protein with antisense-orientated VHL gene transduction reduced such neuronal properties inherent to these cells, including the capacity for activation of ether-á-go-go channels. In conclusion, VHL protein has a neuronal differentiating potential to transform neuroblastoma cells into functional neuron-like cells. Our finding of the neuronal differentiation of neuroblastoma cells under the control of the VHL gene may contribute to the development of clinical techniques for neuronal regeneration in the case of intractable neuronal diseases and for differentiation therapy against neuroblastomas.